To understand the meaning and duration of what is usually called the era of Latin American Independence, often referred to as the political independence from Spain and Portugal, it is important to first delineate the theoretical foundations of the meanings of independence as embedded in the multilayered relationships between a “state” and the “people” living in and on a certain geographical space (sometimes termed ‘nation–states’). Which were the social, political and economic visions contemporaries had? How did the socio-economic and political reality evolve throughout the 19th nineteenth century? What were the responses?

Evaluation:

In–class presentation: 50%
Final Paper: 50%

This quarter we will divide our readings, presentations, and discussions into three broad blocks:

1. Theory and History


– Engels, Friedrich, 1820–1895
Title The Origin of the family, private property, and the state [electronic resource] / Frederick Engels
Published London : Electric Book Co., c2001
Link to online version below:
Academic Complete via Ebrary. Restricted to UCSD IP addresses
Permanent link for this record:
http://roger.ucsd.edu/record=b5811595~S9
Description 219 p
Available via World Wide Web. Access may be limited to ebrary affiliated libraries
Subject(s) Family -- History
State, The
Property -- History

– Sahlins, Marshall David, 1930–
Title The Western illusion of human nature : with reflections on the long history of hierarchy, equality and the sublimation of anarchy in the West, and comparative notes on other conceptions of the human condition / Marshall Sahlins
Published Chicago, Il. : Prickly Paradigm Press, c2008

– Marinetto, Michael
Title Social theory, the state and modern society : the state in contemporary social thought / Michael Marinetto
Published Maidenhead ; New York, NY : Open University Press, c2007

2. Diagnosing and Proposing Political Visions in the Nineteenth Century

– Racine, Karen, 1967–
Francisco de Miranda, a transatlantic life in the Age of Revolution / Karen Racine Wilmington, Del. : Scholarly Resources, 2003

Location Call number Status
SSH 6th Floor F2323.M6 R33 2003 AVAILABLE

VIDEO FORMATS
DVD
Discusses the life of Simón Bolívar, including family, education, military career, and his role in the freedom of the South American colonies. Also reviews the history of the colonies under Spanish rule, such as explorations, conquests, social and economic aspects as well as the culture of the people.

Location  Call number  Status
FVL ConCirc  FVLDV 4477–1  AVAILABLE
5

Request

– Bushnell, David, 1923–

Location  Call number  Status
SSH 6th Floor  F2235.3 .B955 2004  AVAILABLE

– Jaksic, Ivan, 1954–

Location  Call number  Status
SSH 7th Floor  PQ8549.B3 Z672 2001  AVAILABLE

- Gootenberg, Paul, 1954–
Imagining development : economic ideas in Peru's "fictitious prosperity" of guano, 1840–1880 / Paul  Berkeley, Calif. : University of California Press, c1993

  » Go to electronic version
eScholarship.

Location  Call number  Status
SSH 6th Floor  HD9484.G9 G66 1993  AVAILABLE
SSH 6th Floor  HD9484.G9 G66 1993 c.2  AVAILABLE
Request

- Gootenberg, Paul, 1954--

  Location  Call number   Status
  SSH 6th Floor  HF1525 .G6 1989  AVAILABLE

Request

- Gootenberg, Paul, 1954--
  Tejidos y harinas, corazones y mentes : el imperialismo norteamericano del libre comercio en el Perú Lima : Instituto des Estudios Peruanos, 1989

  Location  Call number   Status
  SSH 6th Floor  HF1525 .G668 1989  AVAILABLE

- Chavarría, Jesús, 1935--
  José Carlos Mariátegui, revolutionary nationalist; the origins and crisis of modern Peruvian nationalism 1967 BOOKS

  Location  Call number   Status
  SSH 6th Floor  F3447 .C539 1967a  AVAILABLE

- Mariátegui, José Carlos, 1894–1930
  The heroic and creative meaning of socialism : selected essays of José Carlos Mariátegui / edited by... Atlantic Highlands, NJ : Humanities Press, 1996

  Location  Call number   Status
- Pratt, Mary Louise, 1948- 
Imperial eyes : travel writing and transculturation / Mary Louise Pratt  
London ; New York : Routledge, 1992

Location  Call number  Status  
SSH 5th Floor  D34.L29 P73 1992  AVAILABLE  
SSH 5th Floor  D34.L29 P73 1992 c.2  DUE 01-24-09  
SSH 5th Floor  D34.L29 P73 1992 c.3  DUE 01-19-09

3. Responses From Above and Below

- Riots in the cities : popular politics and the urban poor in Latin America, 1765–1910 / edited by Ortoll...  
Wilmington, Del. : Scholarly Resources, 1996

» Go to electronic version
  
Select PREVIEW to browse pages. Select CHECKOUT to access full-text for 2 hours (UCSD only. Personal login required)

Location  Call number  Status  
SSH 6th Floor  HV6485.L29 R56 1996  ON HOLD SHELF  
SSH 6th Floor  HV6485.L29 R56 1996  AVAILABLE

- (only second part of edited volume) Title  The politics of dress in Asia and the Americas / edited by Mina Roces and Louise Edwards  
Published  Brighton [England] ; Portland, Or. : Sussex Academic, 2007

Location  Call number  Status  
SSH 6th Floor  GT523.9 .P65 2007  AVAILABLE

Permanent link for this record:  
http://roger.ucsd.edu/record=b5673022~S9

Description  ix, 276 p., [12] p. of plates : ill. (some col.) ; 24 cm

Note(s)  Includes bibliographical references and index

Contents  Trans–national flows and the politics of dress in Asia and the Americas / Louise Edwards and Mina Roces -- Gender, nation and the politics of dress in twentieth–century Philippines / Mina Roces -- Dressing for power : scholars' robes, school uniforms and military attire in China / Louise Edwards -- Refashioning civilization : dress and bodily practice in Thai nation–building / Maurizio Peleggi -- Gender, citizenship and dress in modernizing Japan / Barbara Molony -- Identity, nation and Islam : a dialogue about men's and women's dress in Indonesia / Jean
Gelman Taylor -- "Dressed in a little brief authority" : clothing the body politic in Burma / Penny Edwards -- Power dressing on the prairies : the grammar of Blackfoot leadership dress 1750–1930 / Blanca Tovias -- Nationalism and national dress in Spanish America / Rebecca Earle -- Refashioning the Inca : costume, political power and identity in late Bourbon Peru / David Cahill -- Wigs, weapons, tattoos and shoes : getting dressed in colonial Amazonia and Brazil / Barbara A. Sommer -- Fabricating specimen citizens : nation building in nineteenth–century Mexico / Magali M. Carrera -- Urban expressions of solidarity : fashioning citizenship in Argentina / Regina A. Root

Subject(s) Clothing and dress -- Political aspects -- Asia
Clothing and dress -- Social aspects -- Asia
Clothing and dress -- Political aspects -- America
Clothing and dress -- Social aspects -- America

Series The Sussex library of Asian studies

Other Author Roces, Mina, 1959–
Edwards, Louise P

ISBN 9781845191634 (hbk.)
1845191633 (hbk.)

– Author O ’Rourke, Kevin H

Title Globalization and history : the evolution of a nineteenth–century Atlantic economy / Kevin H. O ’Rourke and Jeffrey G. Williamson

Published Cambridge, Mass. : MIT Press, c1999

Location Call number Status
SSH 6th Floor HF1711 .O76 1999 AVAILABLE

Permanent link for this record:
http://roger.ucsd.edu/record=b4028871~S9

Description xii, 343 p. : ill. ; 24 cm

Note(s) Includes bibliographical references (p. [309]–336) and index

Subject(s) Free trade -- North Atlantic Region -- History
Capital movements -- North Atlantic Region -- History
North Atlantic Region -- Economic integration -- History
North Atlantic Region -- Emigration and immigration -- History

Other Author Williamson, Jeffrey G., 1935–
ISBN 0262150492 (alk. paper)
LCCN 99017963